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Sage the gemini 2020

be the first to know about new events in your area. Sage the Gemini, born Dominic Woods, is a Bay Area rapper and producer who spits out rhymes so casually that it seems effortless. The young performer embraces curse words often enough to make your parents scream, but they help to make his point in graphic tracks like Red Nose and Swerve. Sage the Gemini is also part
of the hip-hop collective The HBK Gang, also known as The Heartbreak Gang. Gas Pedal, the title song of his 2013 EP, features one of the group's founders – rapper and record producer Iamsu!. This single worked its way up to number 29 on the Billboard Hot 100, making it into the top 40 for the first song by the two artists. In August 2013, Sage the Gemini signed to Universal
Republic Records and is working on a full-length debut, followed by a support tour through U.S. concert stops. In the meantime, he helps sell tickets as part of the bill for heavy acts like Ice Cube, as well as along with other up-and-comers Kidd Swagg, LoveRance and Iamsu!, among others. At 6 feet 5-inch tall, Sage The Gemini quietly reveals his presence when he walks in a
room with a confident smile. The same presence defines his music. The 23-year-old Bay Area native is distinguished by not only writing, rapping and singing, but also personally producing, recording and even mixing most of his material. It's like I'm a one-man band, he grins. I never wanted to be the guy who says, 'I don't have music out because I don't have anyone to pick me up
or give me a beat.' I've invested everything in this vision so I can always create songs in my own way. His signature touch has produced an impressive series of smashes since it first appeared in 2013. Without cosign any kind or traditional advertising, Sbeie's self-produced breakout single Gas Pedal went [feat. Iamsu!] double platinum and became his first Top 40 entry; receive the
remix treatment from none other than Justin Bieber. He followed with Red Nose, also self-produced, which went from a regional sensation to a national hit and received a RIAA platinum certification. His debut album Remember Me received a lot of applause and bowed out in the top 50 of the Billboard Top 200. Next, he teamed up with Nick Jonas in 2015 for the hit Good Thing,
which lit up Billboard's Hot 100 charts and reached over 17 million YouTube/VEVO views. He fulfilled a life-long dream and teamed up with Flo Rida for the Platinum G.D.F.R. —which came in the top 10 in ten countries and reached 250 million YouTube/VEVO views. Along the way, he toured with Wiz Khalifa, Jeezy, Rich Homie Quan and Ty Dolla $ign, and performed two
anthems for the #1 Furious 7 Official Soundtrack album and Praise from Complex, Noisey, The Fader, XXL and more. Fresh Empire focused on him for the documentary Sage The Gemini's The Come Up, which explored his alcohol- and tobacco-free lifestyle. Initiation of a partnership for all his solo music between his own Gemini Label and Atlantic Records in autumn 2016, Sage
remains ready to achieve its greatest impact to date. I don't feel like this is opening a new chapter, he admits. I feel like I'm finally starting the first chapter. It's as if we had just planned to write the book in recent years. We have exploited the bad and accepted the good. This is the beginning here. His 2016 single Now or Later and the first release from his new partnership with
Atlantic Records, sage happily sees names check Lucious and Cookie by Empire and John Cena before he rife into the smooth and sugary refrain with clever candy references. I just have a great imagination, time, he continues. My songs are based on it. I see color in my music. It reminds me of sweets, cars or a girl. It just flowed on this one. As Sage puts it, it brings back the
imagination. Pop culture could certainly use a healthy dose of fun, and he's serious about it. I'm like a big, disgusting kid. I love cartoons. Amazing World of Gumball, Family Guy, American Dad and The Cleveland Show are some of my favorites. These days, it's too bleak. I like to keep it positive. This is precisely why Sage's music will resonate for a very long time to get with the
listeners everywhere. Sage literally drives every element of his music. As a multi-talented, he is an accomplished producer whose vision has fueled most of his greatest successes from foundation to chart dominance. I love the challenge of making catchy urban music and doing bigger things because I want to be the greatest artist on the planet, he adds. Sage the Gemini (born
June 20, 1992) is an American musical rapper and hip hop artist from Fairfield, California. At the age of 11, Woods began recording his music with his brothers after buying a microphone at the local music store. At the age of 14, he dropped out of high school to make music and played music in a group called Tree Boys with his cousin. After choosing his stage name Sage the
Gemini, which was a nod to his zodiac sign, Woods released his first single You Should Know on MySpace in 2008. The song was an instant viral sensation and earned him a record deal with Black Money Music Group. In 2013, Sage the Gemini released two major singles: Red Nose and Gas Pedal. The song Red Nose reached number 10 on the Billboard charts of US hot rap
songs. The song has a minimal drum rhythm in the background, while an airy-sounding synthesizer line plays over the beats. The minimal instrumentation in the song allows Sage the Gemini to show its strong vocal qualities. The Single Gas Pedal was also a commercial success, finishing 29th in the Hot 100 reached the charts and was later platinum certified. The song includes
the rapper Iamsu!, who performed the song with Sage the Gemini late in the day. Tv show Late Show with David Letterman. Since Red Nose and Gas Pedal were constantly played on radio stations, the record label Republic Records signed a contract with him. Sage the Gemini released its debut album Remember Me with positive reviews on March 25, 2014. The album was
praised for its eclectic mix of old hip-hop beats with modern auto-tuned vocals, making it a great party album. The album reached number47 of the Billboard 200. Sage the Gemini also collaborated with many well-known guests on the album such as Iamsu!, Justin Bieber, Kool John and Berner. Sage the Gemini is also a prominent performer who often plays shows, usually with his
friends from The HBK Gang. He also had the opportunity to play at some of the most prestigious venues, such as the Red Rocks Amphitheatre, when he was an opening act for Young Jeezy. Read more Los Angeles, CA American rapper and record producer from California Sage the GeminiSage the Gemini in 2015Background informationBirthnameDominic Wynn WoodsBorn
(1992-06-20) 20. June, 1992 (28 years)San Francisco, California, U.S.OriginFairfield, California, U.S.GenresHip hopOccupation(s)Rappersingersongwriterrecord producerYears active2008-presentLabelsGlobal GeminiHBK GangAtlanticRepublicAssociated acts the HBK Gang Berner Iamsu! Flo Rida Jordin Sparks Lookas Nick Jonas SOB x RBE Teenear Tyga
Websitesagethegeminiofficial.com Dominic Wynn Woods[1][2] (born June 20, 1992) is an American rapper, singer, songwriter, and producer from Fairfield, California. He is a member of the HBK Gang. He is best known for his singles Gas Pedal with Iamsu! and Red Nose. Gas Pedal reached number 29 on the Billboard Hot 100. His debut album Remember Me was released in
March 2014. His sophomore album Bachelor Party has gone through several delays. Life and career 1992-2012: The early beginning of life and career Sage the Gemini was born on June 20, 1992 in San Francisco, California. His family moved to Fairfield, California, when he was 6 to 7 years old. [5] He began recording with his brother at the age of eleven after buying a
microphone from Gordon's Music and Sound Shop in Fairfield, California. The first track he recorded at the age of 14 was made in China. [6] Woods adopted the name Sage the Gemini because of the color of his eyes and his zodiac sign. [7] In 2008, Sage released his first single You Should Know on MySpace. It became a viral hit and generated over three million views
worldwide. He then joined the Black Money Music Group. Since he is close with the rapper Iamsu! [7] [8] 2013–present: Remember Me In March 2013, Sage released the singles Red Nose and Gas Pedal with Iamsu!, the latter reaching number 29 on the US Billboard Hot 100, making it his first top 40 hit. also ranked sixth among the Hot R&amp;B/Hip-Hop Songs. [4] The songs
immediately became hits and won extensive airplay, prompting Republic Records to sign a contract with him in August 2013. [9] The Recording Industry Association of America certified Red Nose Gold and Gas Pedal Platinum. On March 25, 2014, Sage released his debut album Remember Me.[11][12] In October 2014, he appeared on Flo Rida's single G.D.F.R., which reached
number eight on the Billboard Hot 100. [13] In July 2017, Sage released his debut mixtape Morse Code, which includes the gold-certified single Now and Later. [14] Now and Later peaked at the #1 number in the urban charts in Australia and the UK. [15] The personal life of Sage has a daughter named Lai'lah Woods. [16] Sage dated Jordin Sparks for a short time in 2015. [18] In
December 2020, it was announced via social media that Sage is currently in contact with businesswoman and entrepreneur Supa Cent. [19] Discography Main article: Sage the Gemini discography Remember Me (2014) References ' Drake, David. The Recipe: Sage The Gemini On Hitmaking Without a Cosign. Complex. Complex Media, Inc. Archived from original on February 3,
2016. Retrieved 2016-01-24. ... He was born in San Francisco, but was born in Farfield, California. Republic Records. Archived from the original on January 30, 2016. Retrieved 2016-01-24. * Jeffries, David. Sage the Gemini Biography. AllMusic.com (All Media Network, LLC). Retrieved 2016-01-24. A b Sage The Gemini – Chart History. Billboard. Retrieved 2013-09-14. a b Sage
The Gemini Doesn't Listen to Rap. Noisey. Retrieved June 15, 2018. * McIntire, George. Sage the Gemini's Career Slams the 'Gas Pedal'. East Bay Express. Retrieved 2014-03-28. * Artist profile: Sage The Gemini. Republic Records. Retrieved 2014-03-28. A b Ju, Shirley (27 March 2014). Sage The Gemini Recalls Meeting HBK Gang and His Early Influences | Rappers speak
Hip Hop Beef and Old School Hip Hop. HipHop DX. Archived from the original on January 15, 2015. Retrieved 2014-03-28. * Bay Area's Sage The Gemini Signs Deal with EMPIRE/Republic Records. DUBCNN. 22 August 2013. Retrieved 2020-09-04. Baker, Soren (2014-01-07). Sage the Gemini's Gas Pedal Goes Platinum and Red Nose Goes Gold. HipHop DX. Retrieved 2014-
03-28. * Sage The Gemini and Kool John Have The Party Jumping In College Drop - XXL. Xxlmag.com. Retrieved 2014-01-16. * Interview: Sage the Gemini on His New Album and working With Justin Bieber ' Radio.com News. News.radio.com. 2014-02-13. Archived from the original on 22.02.2014. Retrieved 2014-03-28. *Mark Ronson, Bruno Mars Top Hot 100 for the 12th
week; Flo Rida reaches Top 10 25 March 2015. Retrieved 15 June 2018. * Sage The Gemini Drops Morse Code Mixtape. HipHopDX. Retrieved June 13, 2018. Official Hip Hop and R&amp;B Singles Chart Top Charts Company. www.officialcharts.com. 27.01.2017. Abgerufen 2020-09-04. * Sage The Gemini es A Proud Papa, Secret Baby Born?. SOHH.com. 25. Januar 2017.
Abgerufen am 17. März 2017. * Sage The Gemini Net Worth 2019, Bio, Age, Height. Abgerufen 2019-10-10. * Sage the Gemini: Jordin Sparks Relationship Was a PR Stunt at First. Us Weekly. 2016-02-23. Abgerufen 2020-09-04. • externe Links Offizielle Website Abgerufen von
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